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N/F掺杂和 N鄄F双掺杂锐钛矿相 TiO2(101)表面电子结构的
第一性原理计算

陈琦丽 唐超群鄢
(华中科技大学物理系,武汉 430074)

摘要： 采用密度泛函理论(DFT)平面波赝势方法计算了 N/F掺杂和 N鄄F双掺杂锐钛矿相 TiO2(101)表面的电子
结构.由于 DFT方法存在对过渡金属氧化物带隙能的计算结果总是与实际值严重偏离的缺陷, 本文也采用
DFT+U(Hubbard系数)方法对模型的电子结构进行了计算. DFT的计算结果表明 N掺杂后, N 2p轨道与 O 2p和
Ti 3d价带轨道的混合会导致 TiO2带隙能的降低,而 F掺杂以及氧空位的引入对材料的电子结构没有明显的影
响. DFT+U的计算却给出截然不同的结果, N掺杂并没有导致带隙能的降低,而只是在带隙中引入一个孤立的
杂质能级,反而 F掺杂以及氧空位的引入带来明显的带隙能降低. DFT+U的计算结果与一些实验测量结果能够
较好地符合.
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First鄄Principles Calculations on Electronic Structures of N/F鄄Doped and
N鄄F鄄Codoped TiO2 Anatase (101) Surfaces

CHEN Qi鄄Li TANG Chao鄄Qun鄢
(Department of Physics, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan 430074, P. R. China)

Abstract： Electronic structures of nitrogen (N)/fluorine (F)鄄doped and N鄄F鄄codoped TiO2 anatase (101) surfaces
were investigated by density functional theory (DFT) plane鄄wave pseudopotential method. Since DFT calculations
performed on transition metal oxides always lead to a severe underestimation of the band gap, DFT +U (Hubbard
coefficient) method was also adopted to calculate the electronic structures. DFT results demonstrated that mixing of N
2p states with O 2p and Ti 3d valence band (VB) states contributes to the band gap reduction of TiO2 whereas F doping
and the introduction of oxygen vacancies have no obvious effect on the electronic structure. However, from DFT+U,
no obvious band gap narrowing was observed by N鄄doping except for the isolated N 2p states lying in the gap. In
DFT+U calculation, F鄄doping as well as the introduction of oxygen vacancies leads to an obvious band gap narrowing.
Results from DFT+U calculations accord well with some experimental results.

Key Words： TiO2 anatase (101) surface; Nitrogen/fluorin鄄doped; First鄄principles calculation; Electronic
structure

Titanium dioxide has received much attention as a promising
photocatalytic semiconductor due to its excellent functionality,
long鄄term stability, and nontoxicity[1]. However, as a wide band
gap (3.2 eV[2]) semiconductor, it needs ultraviolet (UV) radiation
to excite the electrons from valence band (VB) to conduction
band (CB). Unfortunately, the energy of UV light is only about 8%

of that of the sunlight. Then, how to enhance the visible light
(Vis) sensitivity is critical to enable the utility of TiO2 photocata-
lyst materials.

Many efforts have been made to achieve this purpose includ-
ing introducing anionic species (C, N, F, P, and S) for doping.
Some groups have reported that F鄄doped TiO2 thin films showed
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a significant increase for the photodegradation activity under ir
radiation of either UV or Vis[3-9]. Li et al.[8] have synthesized N鄄
doped, F鄄doped, and N鄄F鄄codoped TiO2 (NTO, FTO, and NFTO)
powders by spray pyrolysis and they found that NFTO powder
demonstrated an outstanding photocatalytic activity under both
UV and Vis irradiation in the photocatalytic tests for degradation
of acetaldehyde and trichloroethylene. The samples have been
analyzed by UV鄄Vis absorption spectroscopy, photolumines-
cence (PL) spectra, and other experimental methods in order to
elucidate the origin of their Vis鄄driven photocatalysis. The UV鄄
Vis spectra indicated that the N鄄doping in NFTO did not cause
the narrowing of the band gap of TiO2, instead an isolated impu-
rity energy state was formed near the VB. Whereas F鄄doping
produced several beneficial effects including the creation of sur-
face oxygen vacancies, the enhancement of surface acidity, and
the increase of Ti3+ ions which contributed to the improvement
of Vis sensitivity. The PL spectra provided confirmation that
there were four electronic energy states existing between the VB
and CB of NFTO which probably attributed to oxygen vacancies
and doped N atoms. The experimental investigation on TiO2 ru-
tile (110) and anatase (101) single crystals performed by Batzill忆s
group [10] confirmed that N鄄doping introduced no band gap nar-
rowing but localized N 2p states within the band gap just above
the VB. Xu et al. [6] have prepared anatase FTO film by wet
method which exhibited better photocatalytic activity in decom-
posing X鄄3B under artificial solar light. Their experimental tests
showed that the high photocatalytic activity of FTO might due to
extrinsic absorption through the creation of oxygen vacancies
rather than the excitation of the intrinsic absorption of TiO2.
They also reported that F dopants incorporated into TiO2 lattice
might take a positive role in photocatalysis.

Additionally, Li et al. [3] have given theoretical calculation re-
sults for a 2 伊2 伊2 TiO2 anatase supercell which revealed that
doped N atoms formed a localized energy state above the VB of
TiO2, whereas doped F atoms had no influence on the band
structure. Wang et al.[11] and Lee et al.[12] have reported the calcu-
lations for N鄄doped TiO2 anatase supercell with DFT method.
Wang忆s work [11] demonstrated that N doping introduced some
states located at the maximum of VB, thus made band gap
smaller. However, Lee et al. [12] thought the mixing of N(C) 2p
states with O 2p VB states was too weak to produce a significant
band gap narrowing. Unfortunately, we could not find more the-
oretical works on F doped and N鄄F鄄codoped TiO2. Distinctly,
these theoretical works performed in the case of TiO2 bulk struc-
ture are not enough to explain the origin of high Vis activity of
N/F doped or N鄄F鄄codoped TiO2 essentially. Actually, the sur-
face characteristics of a photocatalyst should be more closely re-
lated with its photocatalytic performances. It should be noted
that there was few theoretical work on N/F doped or N鄄F鄄
codoped TiO2 surfaces. Therefore, in this present work, we fo-
cused on the electronic properties of N/F鄄doped and N鄄F鄄
codoped TiO2 anatase (101) surfaces in order to have a deep in-
sight of the origin of their high Vis activity. The (101) surface is
the predominant face of the anatase single鄄crystalline surfaces

that is exposed on anatase minerals and polycrystalline powders,
and theoretical calculation also showed that it was the thermody-
namically low鄄energy surface[13,14].

1 Methods and models
1.1 Computational details

The computational calculations were performed within DFT
plane鄄wave pseudopotential method[15] which has been used suc-
cessfully on metal oxide surfaces in recent years[16－21]. The gener-
al gradient approximation (GGA) with PW91 [22] functional and
ultra鄄soft pseudo鄄potentials were used to describe the exchange鄄
correlation effects and electron鄄ion interactions, respectively,
with kinetic energy cutoff of 380.0 eV. The Brillouin zone sam-
pling was restricted to the 祝 point in surface geometry optimiza-
tion and 7伊7伊3 in bulk optimization calculations. In energy cal-
culations, it was set to 1伊2伊4. Structure optimization was per-
formed by minimizing the total energy and the ionic force, until
all the components of the residual forces were less than 0.1 eV·
nm -1. The energy and the displacement tolerance were set to
5.0伊10-6 eV·atom-1 and 5.0伊10-5 nm, respectively. All the calcu-
lations were performed in CASTEP codes[23].

However, DFT calculations performed in the case of transi-
tion metal oxide always lead to a severe underestimation of the
band gap[24] , even predict metallic behavior for systems that are
known to be insulators or semiconductors [25,26]. An alternative
methodology used to compensate for the limitation of DFT for
those strongly correlated systems is DFT+U (Hubbard coefficient)[27],
which introduces an additional term based on a simple Hubbard
model for electron on鄄site repulsion. For energy calculation of
TiO2, the Coulomb correlation interaction of Ti 3d electrons
should be taken account within DFT+U. The U=8.50 eV of Ti
3d electrons was used in Refs.[28,29], which has also been con-
firmed and used in the following calculations. Fig.1 demonstrat-
ed the density of states (DOSs) of bulk anatase with U=0.00 and
8.50 eV. We can see that the calculated band gap with U=0.00
eV is 2.12 eV. However, for the case of U=8.50 eV, it is 3.20 eV
which is in agreement with the experimental value[2].
1.2 Models

Fig.1 Density of states (DOSs) for bulk anatase TiO2
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The optimized TiO2 (hereafter TiO2 referring to the anatase
structure exclusively) bulk lattice parameters are, a=0.3779 nm,
c=0.9784 nm, and u=0.206, which agree well with the experi-
mental values (a=0.3786 nm, c=0.9514 nm and u=0.208[30]). The
calculated values have been used for the (101) surface calcula-
tions throughout the present work. The (101) surfaces were mod-
eled by vacuum slabs. According to our previous computational
results[31] and some references[32,33], we selected a slab of Ti24O48

(TO) with surface area of 1.115 nm伊0.755 nm and slab thick-
ness of 3 layers (Fig.2). The surface species, namely, the bridging
two鄄fold coordinated oxygen atom (O2C), three types of three fold
coordinated oxygen atom (O 1

3C , O 2
3C , and O 3

3C ) are denoted in Fig.2
as well.

Moreover, both experimental and theoretical studies demon-
strated that N/F鄄doping into TiO2 was likely to be accompanied
by the oxygen vacancies[3,5-7,9,10,34] which were reported to play an
important role in emerging visible light activity of the TiO2

film [35,36]. So the cases of N/F鄄doped and N鄄F鄄codoped surfaces
with an oxygen vacancy (VO) were also involved in the present
work. There are three types of surface oxygen sites for the oxy-
gen vacancy, doping N/F atoms to substitute. Thus, the vacancy
formation energy (Evf) and N/F substitutional energy (Esub) for each
site needed to be compared before the models were established.

Evf is calculated as[37]:

Evf=Eslab with an O vacancy+ 1
2

EO2-Eslab (1)

where Eslab and Eslab with an O vacancy are the total energies of the surface
and the surface having a VO, respectively, and EO2 is the total
energy of an isolated O2 molecule which is calculated by putting
an O2 molecule in a 1 nm伊1 nm伊1 nm box.

Esub is the cost of substitution of an oxygen atom with a nitro-
gen or fluorin atom which is calculated as:

Esub=(EA鄄doped slab+ 1
2

EO2)-(Eslab+ 1
2

EA2) (2)

where EA鄄doped slab is the total energy of the N/F鄄doped surface, EA2

is the total energy of an isolated N2/F2 molecule calculated by

putting a N2/F2 molecule in a 1 nm伊1 nm伊1 nm box. The values
listed in Table 1 show that O2C site is the most energetically fa-
vored for a fluorin atom or an oxygen vacancy to replace,
whereas O 2

3C site is more active for a nitrogen atom to substitute.
Thus the models for N/F鄄doped and N鄄F鄄codoped surfaces
(Ti24O47N, Ti24O47F, and Ti24O46NF), which are denoted as NTO,
FTO, and NFTO, respectively) were built by replacing an oxy-
gen atom with a nitrogen atom at O 2

3C site and replacing an oxy-
gen atom with a fluorin atom at O2C site in the slab of TO. When
discussing the surfaces having a VO, namely, Ti24O47, Ti24O46N,
Ti24O46F, and Ti24O45NF, which are denoted as TO+VO, NTO+
VO, FTO+VO, and NFTO+VO, respectively, and a bridging
oxygen atom was removed to create a surface oxygen vacancy.

Our calculation also confirmed the reduction of Evf by intro-
ducing a nitrogen/fluorin dopant.

Ti24O48邛Ti24O47+ 1
2

O2, Evf=4.93 eV (3)

Ti24O47N邛Ti24O46N+ 1
2

O2, Evf=4.55 eV (4)

Ti24O47F邛Ti24O46F+ 1
2

O2, Evf=3.88 eV (5)

2 Results and discussion
2.1 Electronic structures calculated with DFT

The density of states (DOSs) for TO, NTO, FTO, and
NFTO, either for the surfaces having a VO, are shown in Fig.3,
with the Fermi level being 0 eV on the energy axis. For the pure
surface TO, the calculated band gap energy is about 2.6 eV (2.0
and 2.14 eV in Refs.[3] and [30]) which is much smaller than the
experimental value (3.2 eV [2]) due to the well鄄known drawback
of LDA and GGA[21]. The valence band consists of Ti 3d and O 2p
orbitals with the width of 4.7 eV, and the conductive band con-
sists of Ti 3d states mainly. For N鄄doped surfaces NTO and
NFTO, N 2p states are found lying at the top of VB, which re-
sults in the width of VB expanding to about 5.2 eV and further
leads a band gap narrowing from 2.6 eV to about 2.1 eV. How-
ever for FTO and NFTO, F 2p states are somewhat delocalized
and involved in the bottom of VB, which takes no effect on the
electronic structure. The results are similar to the theoretical re-
sults in Refs.[3,11,12].

It should be noted that both the introducing of VO and substi-
tutional F鄄doping for a lattice O atom contribute excess electrons
to the system, which converts the neighboring Ti4+ ions to Ti3+

ions. So, for the DOSs of FTO and the surfaces having a VO, the
Fermi level moves to the bottom of CB and the systems exhibit
n鄄type semiconducting behavior. From our previous work[31] and

Fig.2 Structure of relaxed three鄄layer TiO2(101) surface
slab Ti24O48 (TO) with surface area of 1.115 nm伊0.755 nm

Ti and O atoms are represented by small and big light grey spheres, respectively.
Relevant surface species are indicated.

Table 1 Oxygen vacancy formation energies (Evf) and
N/F substitutional energies (Esub) performed for

different surface oxygen sites

Positive (negative) value means an endothermal (exothermal) reaction.

Surface oxygen site Evf /eV Esub(N)/eV Esub(F)/eV

O2C 4.93 3.20 -0.01

O1
3C 6.00 3.07 0.36

O2
3C 13.87 2.83 0.78
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some other reports[11,38], VO induced states were characterized by
the presence of Ti3+ states which were found locating very close
to the bottom of CB, about 0.2 -1.0 eV away. Although Ti3+

states can be easily observed lying close to the bottom of CB in
the DOS of FTO+VO and result in a band gap narrowing from
2.6 to 2.2 eV which is likely because of the higher concentration
of Ti3+ ions contributed by both VO and substitutional F鄄doping
in the system. But Ti3+ states are not obvious in the DOSs of
NTO+VO, NFTO+VO, and TO+VO. The comparison of the
values of band gap of TO (2.6 eV) and TO+VO (2.5 eV), NTO
(2.0 eV) and NTO+VO (2.2 eV), NFTO (2.1 eV) and NFTO+ VO
(2.1 eV) indicate that the introducing of VO contributes little to
band gap narrowing. Distinctly, the conclusion drawn from DFT
calculation is that N鄄doping is responsible for the reduction of
band gap of NTO, NTO+VO, NFTO and NFTO+VO, which
does not accord with experimental observation [8,10] that N鄄dop-
ing can not introduce band gap narrowing of TiO2.
2.2 Electronic structures calculated with DFT+U

The DOSs calculated within DFT+U are given in Fig.4. We
can see that the band gap of the pure surface TO expands from
3.2 eV[2] to 3.5 eV. The width of VB is the same value of 4.7 eV
as that obtained in DFT calculation. For NTO and NFTO, unlike
that in DFT calculations, there is no obvious expansion of VB
nor band gap narrowing observed. Some isolated N induced

states are found lying in the gap and the peak is about 2.2 eV be-
low the bottom of CB in NTO, 3.0 eV in NFTO. These results
correspond to the experimental work reported by Nakano et al.[39],
they found a new N鄄doping introduced state locating at 2.48 eV
below the CB by deep鄄level optical spectroscopy measurement
performed on N鄄doped TiO2 films. Batzill [10] and Lee [12] et al.
have also reported that the improvement of absorption of Vis of
N鄄doped TiO2 was due to isolated N 2p states above the maxi-
mum of VB of TiO2 rather than due to a band gap narrowing ex-
perimentally and theoretically. For FTO, it is found that F 2p
states are still delocalized and involved in the bottom of VB, but
it is in contrast with the result obtained from DFT calculation
that the mixing of F 2p states with O 2p and Ti 3d VB states
leads to an obvious expansion of VB from 4.7 to 6.0 eV and a
band gap narrowing from 3.5 to 2.5 eV, which indicates that F鄄
doping takes a positive role in Vis response. Moreover, there are
some isolated states lying in the middle of the gap and crossing
the Fermi level. Such gap states are also observed from the
DOSs of TO+VO, NTO+VO, FTO+VO, and NFTO+VO. Thus,
one can conclude that these gap states crossing the Fermi level
must be Ti3+ states introduced by VO and/or substitutional F鄄
doping which used to locate at the bottom of CB in DFT calcu-
lations.

Besides the appearance of the gap states, an obvious band gap
narrowing of 0.9 eV caused by the expansion of VB was also
observed in TO+VO which indicates the introducing of VO may
play an important role in band gap narrowing. It was proved by
the DOSs of NTO+VO, FTO+VO and NFTO+VO. For NTO+
VO, comparing with NTO, the width of VB expands from 4.7 to
5.5 eV and the band gap reduces from 3.5 to 2.5 eV. The majori-
ty of N 2p states keep lying in the gap whereas a small part of
them are involved in the VB. In contrast with FTO, the band gap
of FTO+VO drops from 2.5 to 2.3 eV. Interestingly, F 2p states
have a shift to high energy and locate in the middle of VB. For
NFTO+VO, F 2p states are observed showing the same distribu-
tion with that in FTO+VO, whereas most of N 2p states are in-
volved in the top of VB, leading a slight expansion of VB of 0.3
eV by contrast with that in FTO+VO. Comparing with NFTO,
the band gap of NFTO+VO drops from 3.5 to 2.0 eV which at-
tributes to the introducing of VO mainly and the mixing of N 2p
states with VB states also takes a positive effect. In conclusion,
the introducing of VO either leads to a red shift of intrinsic ab-
sorption or produces extrinsic absorption and further enhances
the Vis response. Moreover, NFTO+VO exhibits the largest red
shift of intrinsic absorption which may give a proper explanation
for the highest Vis activity of NFTO powder in photocatalytic
test[8]. Although there is only one electronic energy state between
VB and CB in the calculated DOS of NFTO, not as observed ex-
perimentally that there are four energy states in the gap[8], our the-
oretical results for NTO+VO, FTO+VO, and NFTO+VO con-
firm that the introducing of VO play an important role in the im-
proved Vis activity of synthesized NTO, FTO, NFTO powders.
Furthermore, we think the reason for the existence of VO result-
ing in a band gap narrowing is the excess electrons contributed

Fig.3 Density of the states (DOSs) calculated within DFT for
the pure surface Ti24O48(TO), N鄄doped surface Ti24O47N(NTO),

the F鄄doped surface Ti24O47F(FTO), N鄄F鄄codoped surface
Ti24O46NF(NFTO), and surfaces having a bridging oxygen

vacancy, namely, Ti24O47(TO+VO), Ti24O46N(NTO+VO), Ti24O46F
(FTO+VO) and Ti24O45NF(NFTO+VO)
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by VO to the system which increase repulsive interactions be-
tween VB electrons and then lead to an expansion of VB. That
is why substitutional F鄄doping resulting in a band gap narrow-
ing, too.

3 Conclusions
In this present work, density functional theory plane鄄wave

pseudopotential method has been adopted to investigate the
electronic properties of N/F鄄doped and N鄄F鄄codoped TiO2

anatase (101) surfaces. The cases of the doped surfaces having an oxy-
gen vacancy have been considered because of the reduction of
oxygen vacancy formation energy by introducing N/F dopants.
In order to overcome the limitation of DFT for transition metal
oxides, DFT+U (Hubbard coefficient) method has also been
used to get relative credible results.

The doping N induced states are found lying at the top of VB
and the mixing of N 2p states with O 2p and Ti 3d VB states is
confirmed to take a positive effect on band gap narrowing by
leading to an expansion of VB with DFT method. DFT calcula-
tions also demonstrate that F 2p states take no effect on band
gap narrowing, neither do the introducing of VO. Whereas DFT+
U calculations gave different results. No obvious expansion of
VB and band gap narrowing are observed by N鄄doping besides

some isolated N 2p states lying in the gap. And the introducing
of VO as well as F鄄doping was confirmed playing an important
role in band gap narrowing. From the comparison of DFT and
DFT+U calculations, we find that DFT+U calculations can give
a better explanation for the reported experimental investigation
that N鄄doping results in no band gap narrowing of TiO2, whereas
F鄄doping plays an important role in the improvement of Vis sen-
sitivity of TiO2. Although the results from DFT+U calculation do
not correspond to the experimental observation completely,
there is only one electronic energy state between VB and CB of
NFTO predicted by DFT+U calculation, whereas experimental
observation shows four energy states in the gap of NFTO, we
think, besides substitutional anion鄄doping and surface vacancy
considered in this work, there are more factors which may have
effect on electronic properties of the synthesized photocatalyst,
including interstitial anion鄄doping and surface anion/molecule
adsorption. We will focus on this problem in our future research.
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